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MISSION COLLEGE

Educational Plan

I. INTRODUCTION

The West Valley Joint Community College District has been

created to serve the needs of its citizens. In order to ac-

complish this, the Governing Board has developed a philosophy

that focuses on serving iThe individual and community education-

al ners. Central to this philosophy is the recognition and

accepance of the principle that each individual has a right

to an opportunity of developing to his fullest capacity as a

human being, reaching a dignity and self-concept that comes from

knowledge that he has achievod the ability to take his place in

contemporary society. Hence, the College District addresses

itself to establishing a learning environment the.t prootes

independent thinking and effective communication; provides prep-

aration for actual careers; encourages student awareness of self-

concern for their fellow men; assists in the development of atti-

tudes and skills necessary for learning throughout life; provides

for an understanding of the past, identity with the present and

competence to meet the future. The Governing Board Lri

will address themselves to establishing a system whereby the ed-

ucational, cultural and recreational resources of the District may

be effectively utilized by appropriate community institutions and

groups.
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I I . THE COWIN ITY TO BE SERVED

To serve its constituents, a community college should look

to the mix of the population within its geographic area. Al-

though there are many population groups or sub-groups within

the boundaries of the West Valley Joint Community College Dis-

trict, there are six major population groups that can readily

he identified. Attending to the needs of these groups makes a

community college a truly comprehensive and responsive college.

The first such group consists of those persons in need of

higher education. Their needs may be for programs of study in

general education, the preparation for special studies or trans-

fer to a four-year institution or for personal development.

This group has been considered the orthodox group on many college

campuses.

The second identifiable poup includes the employed adult

who, on his own initiative or through his employer's sugges'zion,

realizes that he needs additional specialized study. Programs

for this group may be on campus or could be at the "plant" either

after working hours or on company excused time. Most recently,

community colleges have been responding to the needs of this

group through Friday afternoon-evening and Saturday classes.

Comprising a third population group are those persons who

have special avocational interests. Programs for this group may

be for the purposes of preparation for retirement, general edu-

cation, leisure time or personal growth. Courses may range from

-3-
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physical fitness for the aged, arts and crafts, how to manage

investments or how to purchase real estate.

A fourth major population group who desires assistance from

community colleges are those persons identifying and seeking new

careers for themselves; often after a considerable time away

from school. This group would include the mature housewife seek-

ing a new experience or those many adult workers whose skills are

being replaced by technology and must be retrained. Members of

this group often bring with themselves a high fear of failure

and low self-esteem. To succeed, these individuals need special

attention from the college.

The fifth major identifiable population group is comprised

of those individuals who need to update their skills. These are

often the semi-professional or professional members of the com-

munity. Their needs may extend from cardiac care in nursing to

the use of lasers in the construction industry.

Another segment of the potential student body deserving

attention are those members of the community who, for one reason

or another, have been unable to benefit from educational opportuni-

ties. The physically and mentally handicapped, the educationally

or otherwise disadvantaged comprise a group of individuals with

special needs who should be considered in educational planning.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF 111E INSTITUTION

In order to serve this diverse mix of populations certain in-
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stitutional characteristics must be present, The character-

istics of Mission College which will permeate each functional

unit include:

. Responsive - One of the primary purposes of an

educational institution is to assist persons in

developing the ability to cope with an ever-

changing community environment, Recognizing

that change is the only constant, Mission College

must he responsive to community needs.

. Humane - A community college is a human insti-

tution. Its purpose is to deal with the needs

of its population. Hence, Mission College must

not let the institution overwhelm the individual.

Its programs must be developed in a manner that

mitigates against the depersonalization and de-

humanization frequently found in contemporary

institutions.

. Open - As an open institution, Mission College will

be perceived by students, faculty, administration

and the general community as their responsible

agency for the identification and resolution of

their educational needs. Openness will be assured

through the maintenance of flexible, operational,

administrative and academic structures that enhance

the college's involvement with the total community.

Diverse - A comprehensive community college should

-6-



be a mirror of the community it serves. Thus,

Mission College will present a diversity in

modes of instruction, services to learners

and instructional programs and through the

staffing of the college.

. Excellence - In developing excellence of service,

Mission College will seek unique solutions to the

educational needs of the community. It will de-

velop and evaluate innovative programs keyed

to changing needs of its community. Excellence

of service will be achieved by capitalizing on

the resources of the community and college

district.

IV. GOALS FOR MISSION COLLEGE

Institutional goals are established to give direction, iden-

tity, emphasis, and establish a "fee" for what an institution is

all about. Goals should be thought of as broad statements of

purpose which an institution strives for, but only partially

achieves. Goals for Mission College focus on the community, the

individual and learning. Thus, the following goal statements are

suggested for Mission College:

. Mission College will be an institution whose

total learning environment is the community

and as such, is open to all persons who may

benefit from and who desires its services;

-7-
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. Mission College will recognize that community

needs change and that the only constant in an

educational environment is change itself. Hence,

resources will be allocated in terms of efficiency,

effectiveness and excellence. Usefulness will be

the criteria for evaluation;

. Mission College will focus on learning rather

than teaching and will involve each learner in

the development of his learning program, thus,

to this extent programs will be individually pre

scribed;

. Mission College, above all, will be a human centered

institution that responds to the educational, social,

personal and civic needs of each learner and staff

member.

V. PROGRAM FOR LEARNING

A. An Overview

Learning usually leads to a change in behavior which is

manifested by the acquisition of a capability or skill. Evi-

dence that learning has transpired may be indicated by develop-

ment of, or an increased ability to reason, solve problems,

perform a skill, listen and communicate effectively or show

compassion for others. Learning does not tend to occur as a

natural event but rather when associated with various alter-

able and controllable conditions. It has been demonstrated



that it is possible to detect relationships between

the condition of the environment and the changes of

behavior ascribed to learning.

There are many variables that influence learning.

Some of these can be categorized into sets of variables.

For example: environmental variables, task variables

and learner variables. The latter, learner variables,

are usually categorized as individual differences.

These are what the learner brings with him to the learn-

ing settings and include, motivation, intelligence, past

experience, special aptitudes and the like. Research

indicates that the student-centered variables are by far

the most critical factors in indicating how rapidly and

how much the student will learn and be able to retrieve.

The problem aris-ts, however, when we as educators focus

almost all of our attention and resources upon the second-

ary, variables, those related to the environmental and task.

The latter deal largely with external factors such as

schedule changes, class size, instructional methodology

and room environment. A far more responsive effort can be

gained from instructional changes designed to give greater

freedom to the individual difference variables of the

learner's motivation, his memory and the degree of meaning-

fulness he can associate with informational stimuli.

Thus, the instructional program at Mission College must

focus on the individual learner and his environment. In-
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struction should be thought of in terms of value added

to the individual and society. Individualized instruct-

ion is sometimes misunderstood and perceived by instruct-

ors as an administrative design to replace teachers with

machines. This is far from the truth. The past twenty

years has demonstrated that technology cannot replace the

instructor. What technology can do is assist any instruct-

or in meeting the needs of learners as individuals. In-

dividualized instruction is prescriptive learning. It

Involves assessing where each learner is and prescribing

an educational program for him that gives consideration

to the individual variables he brings to the learning sit-

uation.

If individualized instruction is to be effective, then

the secondary sets of variables, task and environment, hiust

be altered from the traditional approaches. Courses will

have to be broken into small learning units that have well

defined objectives. This permits the learner to know what

is expected of him prior to beginning any sequence. Typic-

ally, each learner can then participate in determining how

he can best achieve the defined objectives. A variety of

learning approaches are available to each learner. Both

formative and summative evaluations are designed for each

instructional unit. Each learner will be able to determine

when he is ready to be evaluated. Thus, there should be an

open entry and exit system of registration.



B. Postulates

The learning program and other components of the edu-

cational system of Mission College will be based upon the

following postulates:

1) Mission College will provide a learning environ-

ment in which students will interact with faculty,

whose foremost concern is for the realization of

the learner's educational needs and goals.

2) Teaching and community services are mutually com-

patible endeavors in which faculty and students

will engage themselves.

3) The most effective education occurs when the student

has a primary voice in determining his program of

study, his rate of progress and his readiness to

have his achievement evaluated.

4) Learning objectives, expressed in clear and precise

terms developed by the instructor in conjunction

with the learner, enhance the probability that the

learning experience will be meaningful and rewarding.

5) Students possess different styles of learning, thus,

by providing for a variety of learning strategies,

the potential for individual success is enhanced.

6) Needs and interests change, therefore, courses and

progr(ms will not be permitted to outlive their use-

fulness.
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7) Learning takes place best when the learner is

involved, thus, a primary concern of instruct-

ion will he to assist the learner to become

effective in p

C. Prescriptive Learning

roblem solving.

If usefulness is to be a criteria for evaluation at

Mission College, consideration must be given to how a

learner's educational program is developed. The program

designed for each learner must reflect his needs and the

unique educational background and lifetime of experiences

he brings with him to the College.

It is proposed that the learning resources and coun-

seling and guidance functions at Mission College be an

integral part of the instructional program. Extensive

testing will he required to determine the variables the

learner brings with him, to assess where he is in his ed-

ucational development and assist him in prescribing a

learning program tailored to his individual needs. There-

fore, learning teams will he created to insure that these

essential elements of the instructional program are imple-

mented. Counselors who have a strong background in learn-

ing theory, learning resources faculty who are knowledgeable

in a broad range of learning strategies and materials and

instructors who are able to utilize knowledge about the

student and resources fer learning to plan educational

experiences should be selected for the teams. This team

-13-
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should be able to identify student capabilities, interests

and modes of learning; relate new to previous learning, one

subject to another and college to life in the community.

Thus, all parts of the learning experience will be integrat-

ed into a meaningful whole.

The learning teams will relate to anl assist individuals

and groups of students, working in configurations which are

most appropriate to the needs of the student and the nature

of the learning experiences. The College will not emulate

elementary or secondary schools in planning for learning.

It will not subscribe to the notion that there must be one

instructor for each twenty, thirty or forty students or that

classes must meet in three fifty minute periods a week. Rather,

the College will utilize a variety of learning strategies and

modes of instruction. Programs and courses will be arranged

in f exible modules or learning packages. Such arrangements

incr ase educational opportunities and remove barriers re-

latiJ to tileitional time frames of schedules, clock hours

and classrooms.

In summary, the learning program propc,sed for Mission

College is one in which, (1) the faculty are facilitatcrs

of learning, (2) a rational, individualized learning program

is formulated for each student and (3) the student is actively

involved in the learning process and his educational program.
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D. A Calendar for Learning

To be effective, Mission College must present a flexible

program for learning, to the extent that faculty and learn-

ers need a diversity of time frames in which to accomplish

their objectives; an altered academic calendar is being

proposed for Mission College. Consideration should be given

to an academic calendar of 15-7-15-7 weeks or 16-6-16-6 weeks.

Such a calendar would more efficiently use the facilities while

providing an opportunity for learners and faculty to extend

the learning environment into many different modes of instruct-

ion. The shorter time period would permit learners to concen-

trate on community projects or pursuit a single discipline

area without diversion.

E. Faculty Roles

The Mission College will recognize each faculty member

as a professional person with expertise in an academic area.

It is the intent of the College to support faculty growth

and development in their respective disciplines, to explore

new dimensions of faculty interest, commitment to instruction,

and realization of "self" as learner-responder, and community

scholar/resource agent. It is also the intent of the College

to develop open patterns of faculty utilization in the service

of students and community. The faculty's role as educator

will not be defined solely in terms of "teaching duties".

Each faculty member will have, within the frames of reference

of the College's institutes and community needs, the option of

mixing his instructional services with proportional assignments

-16-
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in program development, instructional development, community

services, and/or student guidance.

In order to insure that each student acquires the learn-

ing skills and experience appropriate to his needs and goals,

each faculty member will be responsible for translating the

subject matter and methods of inquiry of his discipline into

instructional programs which are meaningful to the specific

groups that make up the District's student population. Thus,

faculty members will be able to develop and administer a total

program (i.e., a blend of traditional introductory courses

with community service programs, work experience, independent

study) in their subject area.

The realization that the subject matter of a discipline

may, and frequently does, have relevance to college operations

as well as to other academic disciplines, establishes the con-

cept of the professional team. At Mission College the faculty

will share in the decision-making processes associated with the

operation of College programs. Each faculty member will also be

a professional team member in one or more of the College's

institutes.

With the expanded opportunitis for faculty involvement in

the total educational program at Mission College, their respon-

sibilities for self and peer evaluation and the establishment

of criteria and procedures for accountability will be enlarged.

VI. ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

The following organizing principles will provide a format for
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organizing the resources and services of the Mission College.

These principles blend the goals, the characteristics and the

functions of the college into guidelines for creating a deliv-

ery system uniquely suited to make the desired learning program

a reality.

1) The learning environment will be organized to create

an all-encompassing mix, consistent with student needs

and college goals.

The mix will blend the diverse interests, needs, roles

and functions of the college in order to create a uni-

fied college community.

. Within the college community the instructional, personal,

social and organization, i.e., sources will be allocated

to meet individual and group instructional needs; each in-

structional experience will, as a result, have enhanced

meaning and value for the individual and collectively for

the group.

. The instructional experiences will be organized on the basis

of need. They will, therefore, mix discipline areas as is

appropriate to solve a problem rather than separate disci-

plines for organizational convenience.

. Students, faculty, administrators and citizens will mix

freely within an open and integrated environment, each

serving in the role appropriate to the situation. AL times,

students will he teaching students - faculty advising admin-

-20-



istrators, etc., as the total college community blend

their skills in problem and need oriented teams.

. The college will blend with the community. It will draw

content from the action of its community and use the ready-

made laboratories which exist within the community, while

providing the community with the expertise and resources

to address individual, group and community concerns.

2) Functioning units will be organized so that they are:

(a) small enough to be responsive to human needs, and

(h) large enough to provide comprehensive services to re-

spond to diverse student and community needs.

The problem is one of centralization versus decentralization.

As institutions seek to become efficient and comprehensive,

they tend to centralize functions. The result is too often

a dehumanizing environment which disects human needs into inert

organization categories, which creates obstructive communication

systems and which demands physical and organization units which

respond to masses rather than individuals.

Consistent with the desire to be efficient, effective and ex-

cellent and recognizing the need to integrate services, the

Mission College will centralize selected functions. But while

so doing, the college will mitigate against the dehumanizing

forces by recognizing that "man is the measure of all things".

Therefore, the complexity of systems, the grouping of people

and the massing cf spaces will encourage human interaction be-

cause it will he limited to a human scale. Groups should "ever

-21-



get so large that members are more often strangers than

acquaintances. Systems should never be so complex that

they obstruct responses to changing human needs.

3) Each functioning unit will encompass all of the functions and

services of the College, while responding to the total spectrum

of student and community needs within the scope of its resources.

Mission College will be an open college which is abe to service

students and citizens at time and place of initial contact. There-

fore, it is imperative that each functioning unit he prepared to

serve all the populations the institution is committed to serving

and that it provide a total blend of services. It follows that

each unit will not only provide instructional programs vhich in-

clude gener;t1 education, specialized education, continuing educa-

tion, community services and guidance, but each will also provide

instructional, personal, social and administrative support services.

In this manner, the college units will be able to respond to the

immediate education related needs of individuals and community

groups. Long range responsiveness will require that the units

function as a cooperative consortium.

4) The systems and resources of the College will serve the educa-

tional needs of the varied users and the community.

The College, as a result, will be organized to serve user needs

rather than administrative convenience or intellectual conceits.

Supporting services will be learner oriented, They will provide

the services required on an "as needed" and "where needed" basis.

-22-



Instructional services will he organized to respond to student

needs. A diversity of entry levels, interest areas, instruct-

ional strategies, student-faculty roles will be available. Most

important is an environment which creates an atmosphere of "open-

ness"; an atmosphere which encourages constant evaluation and

results in the continued evolution of systems and resource al-

locations to effectively meet sustained needs and to rapidly

respond to changing needs.

5) The College will he viewed as a communication/information matrix

designed to serve the educational needs of the college commune

and the community of the college.

A communication/information matrix will be a unifying element

which permeates the diverse elements of the college by facil-

itating interaction and communication, and which links the

college to the community by extending the potential range and

flow of services. The matrix will blend the centralized and

decentralized functions. It will blend general with special-

ized interests and avail each unit of the strengths and re-

sources of the total campus.

6) The College will aim to arsist each student to be an effective

human being.

The sense of individual dignity and worth will be fostered

in all actions of the College. Each Institute and the Center

for Common Studies will assist the student to undertake and

progress in his attempts to be an effective human being. Since

in our society the effectiveness of a human being is viewed
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primarily in the context of his relationships with others,

and since health,: sill concepts evolve in social settings,

experiences will be provided to assist the student in both

his personal and interpersonal development: as he pursues

his educational goals. Thus, the student who experiences

open, accepting and understanding human relationships in his

educational program may evidence characteristics which in-

clude:

identity: sense of being oneself, having a strong

and stable self-concept in one's own

life and in relation to others.

. authenticity: genuineness, consistency of thoughts,

feelings, words and actions in personal

life and interactions with others.

. open-minded: accessible to new ideas, approaches

and insights which become apparent to the

individual on his own or through trans-

actions with others.

. independence: ability to stand alone, have own

ideas, make own decisions, yet maintain

a sense of belonging togetherness and

interdependence in other relationships.

. responsible: answerable or aeconntable for one's

own actions, not only to self, but as

t hey ,qaY a fleet other persons.
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. communication: capable of genuine, authentic, open

dialogue or interaction with another person

or persons.

. reason: ability to combine logic, intuition, reality

and imagination in establishing and extra-

polating facts as an individual and a

member of a group.

. problem solving: effectively coping with individual

and group problems and situations, using a

systematic approach in dealing with problems,

generating, evaluating and selecting altern-

atives.

. active concern for others: genuine interest, com-

passion and empathy for others, willing-

ness to engage in doing something to help

another person.

. zest for life: finding joy and pleasure in life,

possessing ideas, hopes, goals and plans

that give meaning and satisfaction to the

person in his own life and his relationships

with others.

VII. THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

A. The organization of the college will serve as the basis for

delivering the desired learning program. It is the vehicle

-25-
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which will mobilize the human, academic and physical

resources of the college. II, therefore, must amplify

and focus efforts to achieve the college goals and re-

inforce the desired characteristics. The organization

will give life to the organizing principles. In so do-

ing, it will create the initial strategies for resolv-

ing a number of conflicting organizing values, i.e.,

centralization vs. decentralization, smallness vs. large-

ness, humane vs. efficient, open vs. structured, lud

discipline centered vs. need centered.

To accommodate these apparent dilemmas, the College will

be organized into two major functioning units: The In-

stitutes and Center for Common Studies and the Information

and Support System. The Information and Support System

will incorporate an extensive communication/information

network and the Office of the Chief Campus Administrator.

The Information and Support Systems will provide a commun-

ications/information network which will serve as a matrix

integrating other functioning units of the College and

community. It will link centralized elements with decen-

tralized elements. The network will utilize the printed

and spoken word in communicating, delivering information

via the telephonr, computer an: distribution of written

materials. Thus, computer, printing and publication services

are essential elements of the support system. A centralized

Learning Resources function will coordinate services to the

'nstitutes and Center for Common Stndics, aF.:,ist in Ce

-27-
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design, production and implementation of instructional

materials and the selection and acquisition of all print

and non-print materials. In addition, the Learning Re-

sources will coordinate the selection, maintenance and

distribution of equipment. Further, the Information and

Support System will absorb all the other essential func-

tions which are not appropriate to one of the Institutes

or the Center for Common Studies. This would include the

Office of the Chief Administrator and his immediate support-

ing staff.

Ech Institute and the Center for Common Studies will

serve as a focal point for efforts related to general

modes of inquiry or realms of meaning which are consistent

with individual and group needs. The Institutes and the

Center are the delivery arm of the college. (A detailed

description of the initial Institutes appears in the

following section).

B. THE INSTITUTE CONCEPT

The institutes and the Center for Common Studies are

the primary contact point for students and the community.

They are primarily responsible for responding directly to

student and community needs.

. Each Institute will be organized around a specific

"mode of inquiry" or "realm of meaning" which is

broad enough to encompass the total spectrum of

student and community needs in a general way, and

yet is specific enough to promote an efficient/

-29-
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effective/excellent response to specific needs

and concerns.

. Each Institute will encompass an action oriented

team which is collectively versatile in its re-

sponse to the continually changing needs of the

community and comprehensive enough to build upon

the expertise of each of the team members. Such

an organization will establish a responsive learn-

ing environment which is in a continuous state of

development and which creates positive and sus-

tained interaction between disciplines.

. Each Institute will create a "sense of identity",

a "sense of place", for each student and faculty

member.

The Center will coordinate and arrange opportunities for

students to explore offerings in the career and liberal arts

programs of the various institutes. This vestibule or explor-

atory experience will allow students to begin college work and

accumulate course credits before they make a program or degree

commitment. The vestibule program should be a cooperative

effort of representatives of all members of the learning teams

within each Institute and the Center. The length of the ex-

perience may vary, but should include counseling, information

about courses and programs, and where appropriate, observation-

al experience in related career fields. In brief, this exper-

ience will permit students to investigate a var !ty of offerings

and in light of their own skills, abilities and interests, make
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informed decision-; about their educational and career choices.

Each Institute therefore will l) provide the instruction,

personal, social Jrd administrative support required to inte-

grate the educational experience of each student, and 2) will

be limited to an absolute maximum of 2000 day graded students.

When a given Institute reaches 2000 students or becomes dispro-

portionately larger than the other institutes, it will be dis-

solved into two or more new institutes. As a result, the specific

organization of the college will, by design, be in a constant

state of evolution.

. Each Institute, as a specialized extension of

the total College, will provide educational

experiences which incorporate all the functions

of the College.

Clmunity Services programs will developed,

on a non-graded basis, for rrtys within the

community to meet their unique needs.

General Education programs that are both basic

and broadening for all segments of the popula-

tion which will enable each learner to become

a more useful and informed citizen.

Specialized Education programs of study that

assist each learner to achieve his personal

educational ,goal. This may be basic to career

preparation or further study,
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Guidance - this program will provide educational

and personal assistance to learners as they seek

identity in contemporary society.

Thus, each institute will provide programs and services which

respond to the educational needs of the identified community pop-

ulations;

Those seeking higher education

Employed Adults

Persons with special avocational interests

Individuals seeking new careers

People requiring refresher courses

and citizens with special needs

. Each Institute and the Center for Common Studies

will focus their efforts and direct all available

resources to meet the educational needs of individ-

uals and identified groups. Using links provided

by the Information and Support Systems and satellite

units, each Institute and the Center will provide an

integral aspect of every program:

1) Personal Services: counseling, testing, instruction,

placement, career orientation, financial aids,

guidance and career placement;

2) Social Services: informal sessions, lounge and lectures;

3) Instructional Services; services of the Learning Re-

sources Center, tutorial services, diverse media and
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materials, natural laboratories;

4) Administrative Services: admissions, registration,

scheduling (staff, student and program), evaluation,

development, resource, allocation, planning and

governance.

Each Institute and the Center will provide both students and

faculty with diverse and multiple options for active involvement

in the learning process. Alternately or concurrently, students

and faculty may be learners, teachers, instructional designers,

researchers, problem solvers, planners and evaluators in areas

related to their instructional programs. Serving as instructors,

instructional designers, discipline experts, developers, planners

and community resource people, faculty will participate in the

total commitment of the College to serve the educational needs

of the community.

At least four Institutes and one Center will be developed.

They are:

The Center for Common Studies

The Institute for Environmental and Applied Sciences

The Institute for Human Affairs

The Institute for Cultural Studies

The Institute for Public and Commercial Services

Although four institutes and one center are proposed by this

plan, it is essential to recognize that Mission College will be

developed over a prolonged time-line. Therefore, it is antici-
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pated that only two Institutes and the Center will be evident

in the initial development and that five to seven institutes

are possible in the mature stage of college development. Areas

of study identified within the Institutes should be considered

as representative of a wide range of possible career or liberal

arts programs which would be made available to students. They

may be modified or eliminated as community and student needs

and interests arise or change.

The Center for Common Studies will serve as a reservoir of

human, physical and information resources which are common as-

pects of human learning. The Center will focus on forms and

modes of communication and interaction processes. The primary

function of the Center for Common Studies will be: to help

learners lay the groundwork to achieve their educational goals.

This function has two essential aspects: a) since the ability

to communicate is essential to learning, the Center will assist

individuals to acquire, refine, review a:A apply skills related

to reading, writing, speaking and listening. Students will also

learn to use symbols, computation skills, electronic devices and

additional cultural and functional language as avenues_of commun-

ication, b) since learning is a goal-oriented activity and is

most effective when it is related to the learner's goals, the

Center will help students formulate and clarify their goals

and identify and design an appropriate instructional experience.

To this end, the Center for Common Studies will provide opportun-

ities for involvement in the use of problem solving processes and

values clarification, and as a result of these efforts, students
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will, over time identify with the Institute most consistent

to their educational goals. In addition, the students will

be equipped with the self-awareness, understanding and comp-

etencies required to successfully complete the programs of

the selected Institute, Areas of study will encompass:

. Communication Arts

. Languages

. Computational Sciences

. Learning and Problem Solving Processes

The Institute for Environmental and Applied Sciences will

be based on the scientific mode of inquiry and/or derive mean-

ing from observed natural and physical phenomenon. Areas of

study will encompass:

. Natural Sciences

. Life Sciences

. Physical Sciences

The Institute for Human Affairs will focus on behaviors of

man as an individual and as a social being. It is conceived

with the domain of knowledge which helps each individual to

better understand himself and his relationships with his social

institutions. Areas of study will encompass:

. Behavioral Sciences

. Social Sciences

. Health Sciences

The Institute for Cultural Studies will focus on offerings
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which will give universal meaning to individual experiences.

These programs will be derived from the aesthetic and spirit-

ual aspects of human life. The general areas of study encom-

passed will include:

. Fine Arts

. Performing Arts

. Humanistic Studies

The Institute for Public and Commercial Services will

study man's efforts to understand his material environment

in order to serve and promote a "life-style". Instructional

experiences will encompass the following areas:

. Economics

. Commerce

Management

Public Service

VIII. INTERIM PROGRAM

The determination of a first year program for any school

is always difficult; the problem is compounded at Mission

College. The recognition of two important factors is necessary.

First, the distance from Mission College to Saratoga requires

that major support systems be established with the first build-

ing at the College. Secondly, Mission College will be construct-

ed in increments. The length of time span between construction

increments and the amount of eligible square footage available
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under the state construction standards must be considered.

With the aforementioned constraints in mind, it is sug-

gested that the following schedule of development be consid-

ered:

A. Phase One

The current approved square footage allocation for the

first building is adequate to house any of the Institutes.

However, with subsequent modifications, the ultimate user

of the first structure will be the Institute for Human

Affairs. It would appear that initial efforts should be

in the area of general studies and specialized studies not

requiring unique spaces. Hence, it is proposed that seg-

ments of the following instructional areas be established

in the building at Mission College:

1. Center for Common Studies

2. Institute for Human Affairs

3. Institut for Commercial and Public Services

Additional space must be provided for support services in the

first building.

B. Phase Two

The second construction phase should provide initial

space for the Institute for Environmental and Applied Science

and additional space for the Institute of Public and Commer-

cial Services.
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Priority should be given to providin specialized

space for those programs that are unique to Mission

College or not adequately housed at Saratoga. For

example, Hotel, Mr' !1. and Restaurant Management.

C. Phase Three

This phase should be devoted to establishing the

Institute for Cultural Studies and construction of the

Center for Common Studies. A permanent facility for

the Information and Support System should also be pro-

vided daring this phase.

D. Phase Four

Phase four should be devoted to providing indoor

physical education facilities and completion of the

Institute for Commercial and Public Services.

E. Phase Five

This phase should be devoted to the completion of

facilities for the Institute for Environmental and

Applied Science, Institute for Cultural Studies and

Institute of Human Affairs.

F. Phase Six

Phase six will complete the physical education facil-

ities and provide for a campus warehouse.

It must be recognized that this proposed plan will be
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sub ject to continual review and providing an adequate

response. to Li\ evolving community needs.
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